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*We want to put the tool in your child’s hands to make a 
seamless transition from school to home.

*We have the infrastructure in place with the Canvas 
(LMS) and Single Sign On for all students.

*This is a pilot. We are planning for success, but we need 
your help. Laptops will be returned on May 13th

*This is not: a paperless initiative or a computer all day 
initiative



*Laptops are for student use only

*1 Charger will be sent home with each laptop

*Laptops are for school-related use only

*Laptops and charger must be transported in student’s 
backpack

*This is a very good time to empty backpacks
*No textbooks go to, and from, school

*All quarter 1 and quarter 2 work should be left at home

*Students should only have 1 novel available



* DO  NOT sling/throw backpacks containing laptops

* Do not leave water, or any liquids, in backpack

*We recommend a large plastic bag to store laptop

* DO NOT leave your backpack unattended

*We recommend a sticker to identify your laptop, but it must be removed when 
returned

* RECHARGE the Laptop EVERY NIGHT / Laptop must be fully charged for school 
each morning

* Laptops MUST be brought to school DAILY. If your child does not bring his/her 
laptop to school you may receive:
* a parent phone call to bring the laptop to school

* lowered grades

* Habitually forgotten laptops may lose privileges to take laptop home

* No replacements for that day



*Parents please monitor the use of the laptop

*It is recommended that devices be used in a specified area

*Students can access home wi-fi

*Students cannot install software, including home printer



*Shopping

*Bill Pay

*Video Games



*MUST be reported to teacher IMMEDIATELY

*Obligations will be assessed for the following: incidents:

*$240 for a lost / stolen laptop

*$25 for a lost / damaged charger

*$25 for a vandalized / damaged 

*Hinge break

*Broken key boards

*Liquid damage

*Broken screens: Do not put writing 

utensils in laptop



*Laptops will be handed out in 1st period classes this week

*Tonight: Find your child’s first hour teacher by last name

*Sign property pass and agreement

*Please note the serial number on the laptop must match the property 
pass

*Each charger will also have a unique number that will placed on all 
paperwork

*Students will receive their laptop by the end of the week once 
paperwork is signed
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